presents

PRESENTS A VIKING QUEST
@ A Viking Thing
Saturday 7th March 2020
Prizes sponsored by the Viking Thing Market Traders
MORE INFO ON THIS EVENT HERE
REGISTRATION:
Name:

Contact name:

Email address:

Contact tel:

ENTRY: R30 per person, payable at the Info Booth on the day.
Calling all raiders: Have YOU got what it takes to win the quest and the hoard?
Sign up for this adventure by completing the section above. You get a R10 discount AND one bonus point for printing your
own adventure sheet and registering for the adventure before the event by emailing events@alteregos.co.za
RULES:
1. ONLINE REGISTRATION CLOSES: Monday 2 March at 8PM
You can still enter on the day, you just don't get the discount or the bonus point!
2. Check in at the Info Booth at #AVikingThing2020 by 11:30 on the 7th of March to begin your adventure.
3. Collect your bonus tasks adventure sheet there (without this bonus sheet you have no chance of winning so make sure
you’re there!)
4. Review the tasks and challenges laid out on the adventure sheets.
5. Complete as many tasks as you can as an indication of your vigour and wiliness.
6. As you complete each task, mark it appropriately in the “Done” column and ensure that a witness/victim signs off for you.
7. Once you’ve completed all the challenges you wish to attempt, return the form to the Info Booth so the wise women can
tally your scores.
THE GRAND HORDE WINNER (and it really is quite grand, we promise) will be announced at 16:00 on the 7 TH of March 2020
at the event.
Be strong, be brave, be swift!
PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE: Upload ONE and only one photo to the Facebook event as supporting evidence for each task.
Hashtag each photo #VikingQuest and #AvikingThing2020. Photos that do not follow these rules will be deleted and you will
not be awarded points for that task. Photo evidence will gain you 1 more point overall.
VIDEO EVIDENCE: Upload ONE and only one video of you doing heroic things, to the Facebook event as supporting
evidence for each task. Hashtag each video #VikingQuest and #AVikingThing2020. Videos that do not follow these rules will
be deleted and you will not be awarded points for that task. Video evidence will gain you 3 bonus points overall.
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE: Return to Info Boothe at the end of your adventure, retaining physical evidence of your challenge (ie: an
item purchased from a visited stall). Physical evidence will gain you 5 extra points overall.
The victor at the end of the day, will be the most adventurous raider who gains the highest number of points by completing as
many challenges as possible.
Your chance to win increases based on the number of challenges you manage to complete. But please remember the
following:
• Thou shalt be honourable in your conduct during the pursuit of this adventure – this is strongly based on the honour system,
PLEASE BE TRUTHFUL!
• Thou shalt respect thy fellow man on the adventure.
• This adventure must be undertaken alone. You may bring your troupe along to guide your moral compass, but you must
compete alone.
• Thou shalt not interfere in the ongoing of the event in order to complete a task.
Breaking any rule is grounds for disqualification!
NO ACTUAL RAIDING WILL BE TOLERATED (just saying).

DESCRIPTION
OF TASK/CHALLENGE

BONUS POINTS

POINT
VALUE

Have you bought your tickets online?

2

Change your Facebook Cover pic to the official Viking Thing cover pic from the
day you downloaded this til the end of the event. (show us on your phone)

2

Did you pre-register for The Viking Quest via email?

1

Were you well prepared and arrived with this task list printed? (R10 discount)

1

Did you arrive with your own writing instrument?

1

Do you have a (non breathing) Viking mascot with you for luck?

1

Are you signed up on www.alteregos.co.za/contact to be notified of our next
events?

1

Are you dressed accordingly for the quest? (ie: in costume)

1

SIGNATURE OF
WITNESS

SECTION SUB TOTAL:

THE VIKING LIFE
(Activities)

Eat meat with your hands like a Viking as great chunks fall off onto the floor
for your dogs .. and take a selfie of it!

5

Toss a coin in the bowl to pay for the musicians' song

5

Battle with the Dahogrian Empire

5

Have your runes read

5

Enter the Viking Vestment Dress Up Competition

5

Buy a ticket to win the Raiders' Plunder – and be there for the draw!

5

Enter the Float Your Boat competition: pre enter by emailing
events@alteregos.co.za - Build a Viking vessel (min 50cm, max 1m) - the
better it floats and the more authentic it looks, the better!

5

Drink a toast to the mead merchants out of the skull of your enemy

5

Test your wits – enter the Viking Quiz

5
SECTION SUB TOTAL:

PLAY ALONG
(Viking Games)

Sigurd's Axe Throw challenge: The saying goes that "A cleaved head no longer
plots" - show your proficiency with the signature Viking weapon

5

Kings Kubb Challenge: Have you the dexterity needed of body and mind to
prove victorious in this ancient game of Viking Chess?

5

Ivarr's Archery Challenge: Not being able to fight on foot like his fellow
warriors, Ivarr was known as a proficient and deadly archer. Show your skill
with this hunter and warrior's weapon

5

Toga Hönk: Challenge a friend to toga hönk, the individual tug-of-war - best
out of three are the winner and earns the honour of being leader of
the rowing party!

5

Jomsviking Tug of War: Feared throughout Europe for their strength and
unity in battle, show the Jomsvikings that you too can work as a unit for the
benefit of the group. (Group task)

5

Juggerknights Holmgang: Settle disputes and Fight a Knight or Battle a Friend!

5
SECTION SUB TOTAL:

TOTAL:

DONE

